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B) a graph we mean a finite undirected connected graph of order p, p 2 2, with no loops or 
multrple edges. A finite non-decreasing sequence S : s,. s:.. . , sp p * 2. of positive integers is an 
eccentric sequence if there exists a graph G with vertex set V(G) = {ul, o_, . . . . u,,} such that for 
each i 1 s i d p, s, IS the e+:centricity of 0,. A set S is an eccentric set if there exists a graph G 
such that the eccentricity e( u, ) is in S for every ~1, E V(G), and even element of S is the 
cccentrrcity of *3rne vcrte-t in G. In this note we characterize eccentric sets. and we find the 
mnnmum order among all graphs whose eccentric set is a given set, to obtain a new necessary 
condition for a sequence to he eccentric. We also present some properties of graphs having 
prea\srgncd eccentrrc xquences. 
I. lntmduction 
Let t‘E V(G). Then o(c)= max(d(u, v): u E V(G)), where d(u, v) is the 
distance from u to 1~. is the eccenm’city of the vertex v. A vertex of G is a cenlnal 
vertex if it has minimum eccentricity in G. The set of central vertices of G is the 
cenfer of G. An analog of the degree sequence of a graph [3, 51 is its eccvnfric 
sequenctp S(G): e(vI), e(v.!), . . . , e@,,). where V(G) = {v!,. . . ,.vJ. From here on, 
by a sequence we will always mean a finite non-decreasing sequence of positive 
integers A sequence S: s!. So,. . . , s, p 2 2, is an eccentric sequence if there exists a 
graph G whose vertices (;an be lahelled vl, vz, . . . , v, so that e( v, ) = s, for each 
i, I G i s c. Among other results the following three necessary conditions for a 
sequence to be eccentric are presented in (7): 
(i) c’ * 2s,, 
(ii) s, s min(p - I, 2sJ, 
(iii) for everv integer k. sI < k s s,, there exists some i, 2 s i s p - 1, such that 
F . # =s *,*l = k. ’ 
An analog of the notion of degree set for graphs and digraphs [2,6] is the corlcept 
of eccentric set. A finite non-empty set S of positive integers (no repetitions) is an 
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ecIc4r11tic setif there exists a graph G with vertex set V(G) = (u,, . . . , vp) such that 
(F (t),)E S for all 1 s i s p, and each positive integer in S is e(v, ) for some i. 
In this note we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a set S to be eccentric, 
and we find the order of the smallest graph whose eccentric set is a given S. Wfe then 
apply these results to provide a new necessary condition for a given sequence to be 
eccentric Finally we present characterizations of the eccentric sequences of some 
special classes of graphs. and obtain a few properties of graphs with a given 
eccentric sequence. Definitions not given here can be found in [l]. 
2, Resr9lls 
We first charac!erize eccentric sets. 
Theorem 2J. A non-empty set S = (a;, az,. . . , a,) of positive integers. lked in 
increasing order, is an ec,centrie set if and anly if n G al + 1 and 0,. l = a, + 1 far all i. 
lSiGr;l-1. 
Proof. Xf S Is an eccentric set, then (iii) implies that a, .I = Q, -t 1 for each i. 
Moreover, (ii) implies that a 1 + II - 1 = 3” s 2~~. Hence n s Q i + I. 
For ttle sufficiency, if a 1 = 1, then n is <ither 1 or 2 so that S is either (1) or (I,?). 
tkad~ these are eccentric sets. Hence: we assume that ~~~ b 1. WC “identify” a 
vertex of a cycle C of length 2n, with a terminal vertex of a path of length n - I to 
obtain a unicyclic graph G of order Zpll + n - 1. It is easily seen that S is the 
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The sufkiency construction of Theorem 2.1 is iFlustrrated in Fig. 1 for Q, := 4. In 
thk case tt s 5 and S may be any of the sets S, = (4). S, = (4, S}, S3 = (4,5,6), 
s, = (4, s. 6.7) Of s, = (4.5,6.7,8) with G constructed as above shown in (a). (b), 
(c). (d) and (e) respectively. We remark that S, and S, are also realizable by paths of 
length 7 and 8 respectively. Also, Sj, S,,. and S5 can be realized by unicyclic graphs 
with paths attached to antipodal vertices, illustrated in (f), (g) and (h). 
Corollary 2.2. rf s: s,. s:, . . . . -c, is an eccentric sequence, p 2 2, and n is the number 
of distinct terms in S. then n G s, + 1. 
This corollary is equivalent to s, 6 2s,, stated in (ii). 
If S is an eccentric set. we let y(S) denote the minimum order among all graphs 
G such that S is the eccentric set of G. 
Theorem 2.3. LftS =(QI,aJ ,..., a,), u,<a,,, fur ull i, be an eccentric set. Then 
31, -+ n - 1 if n 6 Q1- 1. 
Y(S) = 
Qi + n otherwise. 
Ptoot. It is clear from the proof of Theorem 2.1 that y(S)< ?a, + n - 1 in lever): 
case. 
Let n = a, or a;+ 1. Then the sequences S,: sI=sz=al, s3=s4=aI+ I,..., 
f -lrl’m I = P ‘c-a, - r) =u m. and S:: sI = at. sz = s3 = a1 + 1,. . . , so,+1 = s, en = a, are re- 
spectively the eccentric sequences of paths of order 2al and 2a, + 1. Moreover, it is 
easily seen that such paths have minimum order among all graphs whose eccentric 
sets are (u,,uI + I,. . ., a, + n - I) for n = aI or at + 1. Hence in these two cases 
y(S)= ul + n. 
Next we assume that 1 6 n s aI - 1 o with al * 2. If n = 1. then every G with this 
eccentric set, (al), has a uniform eccentric sequence S,: st = sz = . . . = s, (= al). 
Hut this is an eccentric sequence if and only if p 3 2a, (see 171). Hence ?(S) = 
Zu,+n- I if n = 1. 
For the rest of the proof we assume n 3 2. a1 3 3 and consider two cases 
according to the parity of a, + n. 
Cuss ii): a, + t2 odd. Let G be a graph with minimum order having th2 
tc;entric set S = (~,.u, + l,...,a, + tr - 1). Then G contains two vertices that we 
label c+ and v,~. . ,, such that the shortest path between tlr and u!,~,-~ has length 
tit+ n -- 1. Let 
P: VI, t’2, . . . 1 I’&#,.” 1.v,,*. 
be such a shortest path (see Fig. 2). Clearly no two non-consecutive vertices of P 
are adjacent in CL On the path P the vertex v = z’(~,+~+~,~~ has eccentricity 
t@)= !(a, -!- n -e !)- f s&- 1. Thus G contains some vertices not on P. In 
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patticularr there is a vertex w not on P whose distance from t’ is at least ul. Among 
all paths from u to w of minimum length let the path 
be the ofde containing the maximum number of elements of P. The two paths P and 
P’ must have more in common than the vertex U. Let w, = v, be the first vertex in P’ 
that is also in P. Without loss of generality we may suppose that j < !(a! + rr + 1) 
and <that w,.# = u,+ wIb2= u/+2 ,..., w,,+~ = w,+.~.~)= t),+lh-,+l)= t+. Clearly j” i. 
Since P(W)< Q~ + n - 1 in G, there exists a shortest path from w to uQt.” whose 
length is at most a1 + n - 1. Among all such paths containing the most vertices of P’ 
possible. let the path 
P”: w = Ul, l&z, . . . * UC = up,.‘7 . 
he one contairkg as few vertices of P as possible. Let u, = wI be the last verfex 
common to P’ and P”. and iet u,, = vf be the first vertex common to P and P”. Then 
b&z,+n+l). I<;, and Sol. 
Now consider the cycle C: uI = wn w~+~, . . . , w, = Q, q + Ir . . . , vtcr,. m. Ibr2 = 
Q VlCl f’a+lfl-l* * l a, Vl = UPrUS-l,*.., uc,. Denote the lengths of the four subpaths 
P,:w ,,.... w,;P,:v ,,..., v;P3:v ,...., zc,;andP,:u ,,..., u,bva,@~and@respec- 
tivel:):. It is clear that ~3 + 8 G a + r9 and a + #3 s 6 + 8. If $ c. ~3 these inequalities 
imply (Y < S and S r” a simultaneously. 
Hence 8 2 B. The path P’ contains at least uI + 1 vertices. tvactly p + 1 of which 
belong to P, and thus at kast al - #3 vertices not in P. The path P., has 8 - I .a 6 -- t 
vertkes which are neither in P nor P’. Hence 1 V(C)) 2 (a, + rr)+ 
(u,--+3)+(/3-1)=2aI+n- 1, where 1 V(G)1 is the order of G. 
Case (ii): Q, -+ n even. The proof for this case requires only minor modifications 
of that for Case (i), and we omit the details. In this case the path P contiains two 
vcrtkes either of which can piay uhe role of the vertex v. 
It is evident from the proof of Theorem 2.3 that the minimum value of y(S) is 
obtained by a path if n 2 a,. When n c aI, any smallest graph G k obtained when 
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the length of P’ is ta, and 8 = @ In this case CII = 6. the cyc1e.C has length 2a1, and o, 
and uI are antipodal pints on C. Thus any smallest graph torre*tponding to a given 
eccentric set is ;ilways one of the types illustrated in Fig. 1: a path oil length 
al -+ n - 1. a cycle of length 2ar united to a path of length II - 1. or a cycle of length 
2al united at twEtl antipodal points to two paths of totai icngth n - 1. 
IfthesequenccS: s,,s~....,~~~ 2 2, is eccentric then T’heorem 2.3 immediately 
implies: 
(iv) I 
2s; + n - 1 if n S sI - 1. 
PZ 
$1 + n otherwise, 
where n is the number of distinct terms in S. It is easily seen that (iv) implies (i). 
That (i) does not imply (iv) is shown by 3, 4. -I. 3.4.3. Condo tions (ii). (iii) and (iv) are 
not sufficient to guarantee that an arbitrary sequence shall be eccentric, as is shown 
by the sequence S: 3.444 5.5. Also, in the presence of (iv), condition (ii) is 
equivalent to s, < 25,. 
A sequence ,6’: sI. s:. . . . , s, p 2 2. Is tree eccentric if there exists a tree 3’ with 
eccentric sequence S. The next result, which also appears in 171. yieIds necessary 
and sufficient cilnditions for a sequence to he tree eccentric. The proof given here is 
much simpler than the one in [ 71. 
Theorem 2.4. Lets: s,, . . . . s, p * 2. be a sequence that stctisfies (iii). Then S is tree 
ccemtnc if land only if s, = s, +- s2 - t and. if p a 3, sl = sI + 1. 
Ysoaf. For sufficiency. we first observe that if S is tree eccentric, then so is any 
sequence obtarned from it by interpolating additional values, so long as all 
interpolated values are larger than sI and not larger than sP. Because of this possible 
augmentation it is enough to show that for every posinive integer I, both 
t,t,t+ 1,t + 1.. ‘t-1,2t-1 andr,r+l.t+l ..,C . . . . ,2t, 2 f are tree eccentric. But 
these are trivial utilizang paths of orders It and 2t + “r respecitvely. (The se- 
quence t.t.t+ 1.t + I... ‘V 3t need not bl: considcrecl. since it fails to satisfy .C *ti 
t *P = s1 -J- s:-- 1.) 
Conversely, in any tree T the center consists of lpne or two (adjacent) vertices 141. 
Therefore sI -+ 1 = si. Let T havevertexset (c ,,.... o,)with s, = v(o,)for 1 si sp. 
If we list the vertices adjacent to a particular central vertex ol as ill,. . . , ukq and then 
remove I’ !. the result is a disconnected graph with k components D,, I>,, . . , . nk, 
each D, containing u,. For each i let d, = max (d (0, ul): t’ E C’( D, )}. At least one d,, 
let us suppose dr. equals si, since there is some vertex at this distance from t‘t. 
Clearly this vertex may be taken to be 0,. Whether there arc one or two central 
vertices in T, tip, 6 s, for all i, and there is at least one d,, i > 1, satisfying d, 2 .st - 1. 
since otherwise e((~~) < s:. Choose i b t so that d, = max( 4,: 1 < j 5 k) an4 choose 
a vertex w in this D, satisfying d( w, v,) = d,. Then d(w, u,) = sI or .sl - II xcording 
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as T has one or two central vertices. Also d( :u, up) = sP which equals 2 sl or 2sl - 1 
a~~c~r_~ing i1s T has one or \WO centraf vertices. In either case s,, f Si + ~2 - 1. 
iit is weIll-known [4] that every graph G has a btock that contains al9 the central 
vertices of G. Hence if the center of G has 3 or moie ellements, then every vertex of 
(3 with minimum eccentricity ‘lies on a cycle of G. In this connection we have the 
following resu9t. 
Theorem 2.5. If the sequence S : sI, sr, . . . , s, with s, c Zsl - 1 is eccentric, then each 
vertex of minimum eccentricity Bies on a cycle. 
#bg. The inequality _r, < 2s, -- f implies p 2 4. If G is a graph wit:h V(G) = 
( 01, 02. . ., u,) such that e(s) = s,, then ul has degree at 9enst wo, since otherwise 
the vertex adjacent to ~1~ would have eccentricity st - 1. Let uI, uz,. . . V U& be the 
vertices adjacent to ol. and assume that ut does not lie on a cyc9e. Thc:n no edge 
incident with v1 lies on a cycle implying that every such edge is a bridges. As in the 
proof of the previous theorem it folfows that o1 is a cut vertex whose terr:.oval yields 
k components D,, . . . q Dk. As before we may now find a vertex with eccentricity at 
tcast 2sl e_. 1. This contradiction shows that every vertex of minimum eccentricity 
lies on Scime cycle. 
Eccentric sequences and sets for digraphs are being investigatecl by John 
Noberis. Among other results he has obtained the analogue for digraphs of the 
following theorem. 
oorem 2.6. If G is a (p, q) graph with eccentric sequence S: s,, . , , s, then 
q g {(p- - Gr3, se). 
R-f- We observe first that if u E V(G) satisfies d(u, a) = e(a) and P is a path 
f:rom u to tj, of length e(u,), then U, is adjacent to exactly one vertex of P, Since 
f v*(G ji - I V(P)/ = p - e(v,) - 1, and V(G)- V(P) contains a99 the other vertices 
adjacent to ut, we have deg U, 6 p - e( c,). Hence 
which imp9ies the result. 
We remark that the inequafity is the best possi 9e in the sense that equality hot& 
if G is a path of length 3, a cyde of Iength 4, of ardy 
inaiiy, we would like to thank the referees for their constructive suggestions. 
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